1. Introduction. The Main Theorem proved here was obtained independently by the two authors. It asserts that the normal subgroup of a free group defined by a single element of the free group is freely generated by a certain set of conjugates of that element.
The Identity Theorem [4] of the second author follows directly upon taking the quotient group of the normal subgroup by its derived group.
A further easy consequence of the Main Theorem, together with the Freiheitssatz of Dehn and Magnus [8] , is an Elimination Theorem, which constitutes a combination and refinement of both the Identity Theorem and the Freiheitssatz. The Hauptform of the Freiheitssatz asserts, under certain circumstances, that if element w is a consequence of a given set S of relators it is in fact a consequence of a certain subset S0 of S. The Elimination Theorem provides, under the same circumstances, a method of obtaining, from a given representation w -p«_ ••• p" of was a product of conjugates of elements of S and of their inverses, a similar representation w = qx • • ■ qm of w in terms of the elements of S0. In fact, the second representation is obtainable from the first by a succession of Peiffer Transformations [12] : a pair of successive factors, p¡, p¡+1 may be deleted if p¡p¡+i = 1, or it may be replaced by either of the pairs pi+1, pf+^PiPi+i or PiPj+iPf1! PiThe results of this paper admit extensions parallel to those of the Freiheitssatz obtained in [6] . A quite different hypothesis on a set S of elements in a free group under which the normal subgroup defined by S is freely generated by a set of conjugates of elements from S is provided by Theorem (6.1) below.
The proof of the Main Theorem follows the same plan as the proof, by Dehn and Magnus, of the Freiheitssatz. We assume the Freiheitssatz, in a variant of the Hauptform stated in [6] . We do not assume the Identity Theorem, and thus provide here a new proof of that theorem. Our argument hinges on two lemmas concerning free products with amalgamation. The first of these, Lemma (2.1) below, may be regarded as a special case of a result of Hanna Neumann [10] ; a topological proof has been given by the first author [1] . The second, Lemma (3.4) , is obtained by a modification of Nielsen's proof [11] of the Subgroup Theorem; similar arguments are discussed in [2; 7] .
We use the notation x = x_1, xy = yxy, x~y = xy. By the normal subgroup R of a group G defined by a set S of elements of G we mean the smallest normal subgroup R of G containing S. By a transversal T for a subgroup FT in a group G we shall always mean a set of representatives for the cosets Ht in G.
2. Free products. We are here concerned with drawing conclusions about a free product from assumptions on the free factors.
(2.1.) Lemma. Let a group G be the free product of its subgroups Gy and G2, with intersection G0 = Gy (~\G2. For i = 1,2, let R, be a normal subgroup of G, such that R,r\G0 = 1, and let A, be a transversal for the subgroup G0R, in G" with 1 eA,. Then the normal subgroup R of G defined by Rt and R2 is the free product of all groups R",*""" for which: i = 1,2; n^.0; no ak = 1; and all of a2,aA, ••• eA,, while all of ay,ay eA},j =4 i.
Proof. We first show that the subgroup R' of G generated by all these RV-"" is in fact R. Clearly R' £ R, and, for the opposite inclusion, it suffices to show that r e R, and w e G implies rweR'. The hypotheses imply (see, for example, Proposition (1.3) of [6] ) that G/R is the free product of its subgroups G,R/R ~ G,/R, with intersection G0R/R ~ G0. The normal form for the element wR of the free product G/R yields an expression for w in the form w = uayry ■■•a"rn, n ^ 0, u eG" and with all akeAy\J A2 and all rkeRy UP2-Let bk = ak+1 -aH, 0 ^ fe z% n. Let r0 = r", in R¡. From the equation rw = (rb0° /»" •■■**■ it follows by induction on n that rw e R'.
It remains to show that R = R' is the free product of the subgroups R,"* """. For this it will suffice to show that if p -py-ps, s> 1, where each p, belongs to one of these groups and no two adjacent p" pi+1 belong to the same group, then p 5¿ 1. We shall show that p can be represented as an alternating product, P = gi ■■■ gm> m^.1, with the g¡ alternately from Gy and G2, and no g, in G0. By hypothesis, each p¡ is represented as an alternating product, p, = ä" ••• äyray •••ß", with r in Ry or R2. We obtain a representation for p by putting together these representations for the p" and then successively deleting pairs of adjacent factors that are inverse to each other. If we now account as a single factor each part ab with a, b in the same Ah, and each part arb with a, b in the same Ah and r in Rh, then we have a representation for p with factors alternately from Gy and G2. It remains to verify that no factor lies in G0. This is immediate for any factor that occured as a factor in some p¡. In the case of a factor ab, with a,be A," we have a 5e b by virtue of our preliminary deletions, whence ab £G0 follows from the fact thar Ah is a transversal for the group G0Rh, containing G0. Finally, suppose that arb e G0, with a,beAh and r e Rh. From a e G0Rhb we should have a = b, hence arb = aräeRh. Since J!tnGo= 1, this implies r = 1, and thus some p, = 1, contrary to hypothesis.
Let F be freely generated by a set X, where X is the Suppose that, for each h, p^h^q, there exists a transversal Uph'q for FhRpq in Fp>s, with 1 6 \Jph'q, and such that RPA is the free product of all the groups R"h for p ^ n ^ q and u e Up,q. We shall show that the same holds for Fp¡q+1, and with Up-q £ Up-q+1 for each n, p^h^q.
By Corollary (1.8) of [6], the group Fp?+1, as free product of Fpq and F9+1, with normal subgroups Rpq+1, Rpq, and Rq+1, satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma (2.1). Therefore there are transversals APA and Aq+1, each containing 1, such that Rp,4+i is the product of groups of the form R"hai'""", p^h^q, n = 0, ueVp,q, a2,aA, ■■■ eApA, ax,a3,---eAq+l, or of the form R9+ï""> n ^ 0, a2,a4,••• eAq+1, at,a3,■■■ e Apq. It is clear from the normal form in Fp,9+i/Rp,q+i, as free product of FPiqRPii+1/RPtq+1 ~ FpJRp¡q and Fq+1RPiq+1/RPtq+l ~Fq+l/Rq+1, that the set Uffi1 of all at---a" with the a¡ # 1 alternately from Apq and Aq+1, beginning with al eApq is a transversal for Fq+1Rpq+1 in FPiq+1. It is clear on the same grounds that, for p ^ n ^ q, the set Up'q+1 of all uat ■■■ a", with u e Up'q and the a¡ # 1 alternately from Aq+1 and APA, beginning with ateAq+1, contains a transversal for FhRp¡q+1 in FP4+1. Also, Up'q ^ Up"'q+l. To show that Up,q+1 is a transversal, we note that, from the noxmalfoxm,u'a'í---a¡,.eFhRpq+íua1---an implies n = n' and ax = a[ ,---,a" = a^', it also implies that u'eFhRpq+iu, whence, by the Freiheitssatz, m' 6 FhRp¡qu and since u,u' e Up'q, a transversal for FhRp¡q, that u' = u.
For p = «j = 0 the hypothesis on Fpq is trivial. Applying the result just established successively to F0>0, F01, F_x>1, F_1>2, F_22, ••• we obtain for each n a chain of transversals Ukq'q, q = h, h + 1, •••. It is now immediate that the sets Uh =U«eÄ ^"7?'? are transversals for FhR in F with the required property. 3 . Free products, continued. We now seek to gain information about a free factor from assumptions on a free product.
We begin with some general considerations. Let G be any group, equipped with two functions, p one-to-one from G into some well-ordered set, and L from G into the non-negative integers, such that L(g) < L(h) implies p(g) < p(h). With each subset C of G we associate a set C, obtained from C by replacing each c in C by c', where c' is that element c\ for hegp(d:deC,L(d) < L(c)), for which p(ch) is a minimum. We define the reduct Cx of C, with respect to r and L, to be the set Cx = \_}"^i)C\m^"C(m\ consisting of all elements c that belong to every member of the sequence C, C, C", ••• from some member C(n) on. Each element c in C has a conjugate c" in Cx, with uegpC. For c has such a conjugate in each C(B), and, if none of these were in Cx, we should have an infinite decreasing sequence of elements.
Proof. Suppose the assertion false. Then thereexist ceCx and dy,---,dkeCx for some k, with L^), • ■-,L(dk) < L(c), and /z e gp(dy, ■■■, dk), such that p(ch) <p(c).
From the definition of C * there must exist some n such that c, dy, ■ ■ ■, dk e C(m) for all m ^ n. In the passage from Cln) to C(n+1), c is replaced by somec' = cgwith p(cg) = p(ch) < p(c); and, in view of these inequalities, c cannot be introduced into C(n+1)asif'forany deC(n). But this implies that c£C(n+1), a contradiction. // C freely generates gpC, then Cxfreely generatesgpC.
Proof. Assume that C is free, that is, freely generates gpC. Every finite set of elements from Cx lies in some C(m). Therefore it suffices to show that each C(m) is free, and, by induction, it suffices to show that C is free. Finally, it is enough to show that every finite subset D' of C is free.
The set D' consists of all replacements c' for elements c in some finite subset D of C. Let £ be a minimal set with the property that D £ £ and that whenever ce£is replaced by c' = cH in C, then £ contains elements dy,---,dkeC with L(dy),•■-,L(dk) < L(c), such that hegp(dy,---,dk). It follows, by a well-known theorem on graphs, that £ is finite; we suppose its elements Cy,---,cn ordered in such a way that L(cy)i% L(c2)S ••• Ú L(c"). Then each c'k = ck for some hegp(cy,---,ck-y), so that, successively replacing c" by c¡"---,Cy by Cy, we pass from £, which is free as a subset of C, to a free set £' containing D'. Proof. We first define the functions p and L. Each element geG can be written in the form g =a0b1aí---b a" where all aieG1, all b¡eG2, and b^ai, ■■■,b"$ G0. The number n is independent of the representation, and we define L(g) = n. Let W be the set of all finite sequences w = (bi,a1,---,bn,an), n ^0, where all ateGt, all b¡eG2, and bi,ai,---,b"$G0. Let G be well ordered, and well order W, first, according to n, and, for fixed n, by inverse lexical order induced by the order on G. Let K be the set of all conjugates of elements of Rj. For q in K we define p(q) = w=(bl,a1,---,bn,a") for thatw of lowest order such that q = rblttl '"" for some reR1. The condition Rt C\G0 = 1 implies that L(q) = 2n, whence, for q,q' e K,v/e have that L(q) < L(q') implies p(q) < p(q'). Clearly we may extend p to the remaining elements of G in such a way that,
From the fact that C £ K it follows by the definition of Cx that Cx £ K. From the fact that C generates R it follows by Proposition (3.2) that Cx generates R. It remains to show that Cx C\Rt generates Rj. For each geG, defineQ% = gp(R\ nCx); we must show that Rxs Qlt Since R is generated by Cx, and CJ is contained in the union of the Qg, each element of R can be written as a product r = qt---qm, m ^ 0, with each q¡ in some Qg. Supposing now that there exists some r in Rt but not in Qu we choose such an r= ql ■•■ qm with m as small as possible. Then it is clear that m ^ 1, that no adjacent q¡ and qi+ x come from the same Qg, and that qi,qm$ Qi-We may suppose eachqi = sf for some s¡ # 1 in Rt and for g¡ = bnan---bin¡a¡"i where
We shall show that each g¡g¡+1, for 1 ;£ ¿ ^ m -1, has a representation u" as a product of factors alternately from Gl and G2, with none in G0, and such that the representation r = g1s1u1s2u2 -um_ismgm yields such an alternating product after grouping together successive factors from the same group Gt or G2. From this it will follow that L(r) k L(g{) > 0, contradicting the assumption that r is in Rx.
First, suppose that the terminal string of factors common to g¡ and gi+1 exhausts neither. Then, after cancelling such factors, g¡gi+í either has the form bn---bihbi+lk---bi+ltl or bn ••■aihai+iy bi+11 for some n.fe^l. Now bij,bi+lkeG0 or aihai+lkeG0 would contradict the minimality of p(q,) and p(qi+1). Therefore, after combining these two factors, we have an alternating product License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ÇW.-+1 -IfWi+ifi+i-Second, we observe that g,gi+y eGy is impossible, since this would imply that both q, and q,+ 1 belonged to the same group Qgt = 6?,+ "• Third, suppose that gt+1 -&j+i,i",aJ+i,*& for some k ^ 1. Then 4¡S.+i = g¡V*¡+i,ft--£i+i,i.
If s¡ai+1eG0, we should have L(q,gi+i) < L(#i+1) and thus L(qiqi+1qi) < L(qi+l). The same inequality would hold if we replace <?¡+i by QÍ+i ePf1 C\CX, and, since #, is in the group Qgi generated by all de R\'n Cx, for which L(d) = L(g¡) < L(q',+ y), this would contradict Proposition (3.1). Thus, in this case as well, the product gjSiUiS^yg^y becomes alternating after combining adjacent parts from the same group Gy.
To complete the proof, it will suffice to show that, for three consecutive factors, the product g¡-i<Z¡g¡+i has a representation g,_yS,_yU,_yS,u,s,+ygi+y with the required property. This follows directly from what has been established above except possibly in the case that g, ends both g;_x and g,+1. Suppose, then, that g,_i = o,-!,! ••• a^ythg, and g,+ 1 = b,+l -a,+y>kg" where h,k^l.
Then
and we show that a = fl¡-i,(is¡fl'i+i,*^0' If we had a e G0, then we should have qfly = sf^ï'where g.'_1 = b^^ •al_M_16l'_1(»a,+1jtf<, with b^ljh = 6¡_1>Aa.
By Proposition (3.1), p(qqLy)t p(q,-y), whence, first, L(qfLy) = L(q,_y) and, second, comparing the sequences of factors of g,_y and of g',-y in inverse lexical order, we conclude that a,+lk 'ïî a,-ith. A symmetric argument gives a,_lh ^ ai+lyk, whence a,_lh = ai+ljfc. But this implies that a = sia|"'''ei?1, and, since also aeG0, while Ry C\G0 = 1, we conclude that a = 1, whence s, = 1 and q, = 1, contrary to fact that q,_y and q, do not belong to the same group Qg. This completes the proof of Lemma (3.4).
The Main Theorem.
(4.1) Main Theorem. Let F be a free group, R the normal subgroup of F defined by an element r =^1 of F, and Q the centralizer of r in F. Then there exists a transversal U for QR in F such that R is freely generated by the set of all elements r" for u in U.
Before proceeding to the proof, by induction on the length of r, we assemble some lemmas. Proof. The group F is the free product of its subgroups Fls generated by x, and F2, generated by X -{x}; and F0 = F1nF2 = l. Let Xt = gp(r) and R2 = 1. By Lemma (2.1), R is the free product of groups R", where « runs through [September a transversal U for FiR in F. Thus R is freely generated by the set of j" for u in U, and, since Ft = Q, the centralizer of r in F, the conclusion holds.
(4.3) Lemma. Let X be a free set of generators for F, letxeX, let m be an integer, and let F' be the subgroup of F generated by xm together with X -{x}. Let R' be the normal subgroup of F' defined by an element r in F', and let R be the normal subgroup of F defined by r. If the conclusion of the Main Theorem holds for r in F, then it holds for r in F'.
Proof. The group F is the free product of its subgroups Fu generated by x, and F2 = F'; and F0 = Fx C\F2 = gp(xm). In view of Lemma (4.2), we may assume that r is not a power of x; then it follows by the Freiheitssatz that R r)F0 -l.LetRi = landR2 = R'. Since the centralizer Öof r in F is generated by some q such that r = qe, e > 0, and r e F', it follows that qeF' and Q is also the centralizer of r in F'. Assume now that U is a transversal for QR in F such that R is freely generated by the set C = rt/= {r":ue U}. The hypotheses of Lemma (3.4) are satisfied (with subscripts 1 and 2 exchanged), and it follows that that R' is freely generated by Cx r\R' where Cx is a reduct of C. From the definition of a reduct, together with the hypothesis on C, it follows that Cx = ry, where V is a transversal for QR in F. Let ueF'; then u e QRv for some veV, hence u = qfvs for some integer / and some seR. Since C*generates R, s =nrcf for some n = °> cie c*> and ei= ±L since Cx r\R' generates R', and r"eR', we have similarly r" = Y["C]1 for some m 2: 0, C]eCx DR', and fj= ±1. If v$F', then the factor c~r" occurs, with exponent +1, an odd number of times in two members of the equation r" = sr"s, when written in terms of the elements of Cx, as H?cjJ = (JYiC*')~1c(JLYiCetr); and this contradicts the fact that Cxfreely generates R. It follows that V OF' contains a transversal V for QR' in F', hence that V r\F' = V, and that R' is freely generated by Cx n R' = rv', as required.
(4.4) Lemma. Let X be a free set of generators for F, and let a certain xeX occur in r with exponent sum 0. Let n be the number of occurrences in r of letters other then x and x and assume that the Main Theorem holds for every element r' of a free group F' that has length no greater than n with respect to some free set of generators for F'. Then the Main Theorem holds for r.
Proof. Let Fx be the subgroup of F comprising all elements in which x has exponent sum 0. Then Fx is freely generated by the set of all elements yk = yxk for yeX, y^ x, and k an integer. Moreover, R is contained in Fx and is the normal subgroup of Fx defined by all the elements rk = rxk. Let a be the least index k such that some yk occurs in r, when written as a word in the yk, and let b be the greatest such index. Then r is in the group Fa generated by all yk such that a g¡ kS b. Let Ra he the normal subgroup of Fa defined by r, and, for all integers p, let Fa+p = Fx" and Ra+P = Rf. It follows by the Hauptform of the Freiheitssatz that Fx with its subgroups Fh and Rh satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary (2.2), and we conclude that there exist transversals Uh for the groups FhR in Fx, such that R is the free product of all the groups Rk with u e Uh. Now r, as a word in the generators yk for Fa, has length n. By hypothesis, Ra is freely generated by a transversal Va for QaRa in Fa, where Q = Qa is the centralizer of r in F and in Fa. It follows that Z? is freely generated by the rw for all w in W, the union of the sets xpVa+pUa+p, where Fa+P = Vf. To show that If is a transversal for QR in F, consider arbitrary g e F. For some integer p, g = xp/i, with ZieF*. Now heRfu for some/sFa+p and ueUa+p. Moreover, feRa+pqv for some g e g"+p = ß*P and v e Va+p. Therefore, g e x'Rqvu = Rqx~"xpvu £ RQxpvu = QRw with w = xpvu. This shows that each g e QRw for some weW; since w is clearly uniquely determined by g, it follows that If7 is a transversal for QR in F, as required.
We now carry out the proof of the Main Theorem, by induction on the length of r with respect to a free set X of generators for F. Lemma (4.2) contains the initial case, that r has length 1. We may assume then that r has length n > 1 with respect to some free set X of generators for F, and that the Main Theorem holds for all r' in F ' with length less than n with respect to some free set of generators for F'. In view of Lemma (4.2) we may also assume that two distinct generators x and y from the set X actually occur in r. If either x or y occurs in r with exponent sum 0, the conclusion follows by Lemma (4.4). Therefore we may assume that x occurs in r with exponent sum a ,£ 0, and that y occurs in r with exponent sum b ^ 0. We can embed F in a group F', freely generated by X -{x} together with an element Xy such that x* = x. Now F' is also freely generated by the set X' consisting of X -{x,y} together with Xy and y y = yx\. Now r, written as a word in the elements of X', contains Xy with exponent sum 0; moreover, the total number of occurrences of letters other than Xy and Xy in r, thus written, is the same as the total number of occurrences of letters other than x and x in r, written as a word in the elements of X, and is therefore less than n. By Lemma (4.4) and the induction hypothesis, it follows that the Main Theorem holds for r as an element of F'. By Lemma (4.3), it follows that the Main Theorem holds for r as an element of F. This completes the proof of the Main Theorem.
Remark. The proof of the Main Theorem provides an effective construction for C. Indeed, it determines a particular C together with a method for deciding, for arbitrary w in F, whether w is in C. We have to consider the effectiveness of the inductive procedure of Corollary (2.2) and of the reduction procedure of §3. The former is immediate once we have an effective construction for the transversals occuring and this is provided by Magnus's solution in [9] for the generalised word problem. The reduction process, leading to Cx from C, is not effective. But it is possible to modify the procedure (in the case when F is finitely generated, to which the general case can be reduced) so that C("+1)is obtained by [September altering only a finite number of elements of C(n,in a way which can be effectively determined. Cx will still not be effective, or even effectively enumerated. However, the set D of elements of zero length occurring in Cx is effectively enumerated, since it consists of those elements of zero length occurring in C('" for some n. We can determine effectively whether a given conjugate r" of r occurs in D by enumerating the elements r" of D, checking for each such element whether u and v axe in the same coset mod QR. Since D contains exactly one element r" for each coset,we will ultimately discover the element r" in D for which w and v axe in the same coset and so will determine whether or not r" is in D.
It should be noticed, however, that in the proof of Corollary (2.2) the transversals Uh were obtained as unions of ascending chains of sets Uhp'q, and the choice of the particular chains, and of the sets L¡l'q, used there was to some extent arbitrary; in consequence we do not have any simple and natural description of the sets Uh. Also the well-ordering used in Lemma (3.4) is not uniquely defined. In connection with the Main Theorem, these ambiguities are reflected by the fact that we do not have any satisfactory criterion, such as, possibly, the Schreier condition, ensuring that a transversal U for QR in F have the property that r° freely generate R.
The Identity Theorem is an immediate consequence of the Main Theorem.
(4.5) Corollary (Identity Theorem). Let R be the normal subgroup of a free group F defined by an element reF,r^l;letR'be the derived group of R, and Q the centralizer of r in F. If F|Jre'Wie R' for some n ^ 0, e¡= ±1, and w¡e F, then the factors fall into pairs such that e¡ = -e¡ and wteQRWj.
Proof. By the Main Theorem, R is freely generated by a set C = rv, for U a transversal for QR in F. Thus each w¡ = qiuislfor some qteQ,s¡eR, and u¡e U. It follows that Y\1re""eR'. The conclusion now follows from the fact that the rUi belong to a free set of generators for R.
We show next that the only sets C of conjugates of r that freely generate R are those of the form C = rv, for U a transversal for QR in F, as provided by the Main Theorem. Let R be the normal subgroup of a free group F defined by an element r of F, and let Q be the centralizer of r in F. If a set C of conjugates of r generates R, then C contains ru for some transversal U for QR in F.
Proof. Let v he any element of F. Since C generates R, we have rl'= F|re"" for some e¡ = ± 1 and some u¡eF such that r"'eC. By the Identity Theorem, some u¡ e QRv. It follows that the set of u such that r"eC contains a transversal forßRinF.
(4.7) Corollary.
If C, as above freely generates R, then C = ru for some transversal U for QR in F.
Proof. By Corollary (4.6), C contains rv for some transversal U. Suppose that C contained distinct elements r" and r" such that u e QRv. Then u = qvs for some q e Q and seR. Since C generates R, we have s = YlcV f°rsome c,eC and e, = ± 1. It follows that ru= (¡"Jcf*)-1i""(]^[cf*)»arelation among the elements r", c" r" of C that is not trivial, since r" enters an odd number of times. This contradicts the assumption that C freely generates R.
It is not true that C = ru generates R for every transversal U for QR in F. To illustrate this, let F have two free generators x and y, and take r = x. The set U consisting of yxyx together with all y" for n ^ 0 is a transversal. From the fact that less than half of each factor can cancel in forming the product of reu and rfv for e,f = ± 1, u,v e U and reurfv ^ 1, it follows that r = x is not in the subgroup generated by ru.
On the other hand, for every transversal U for QR in F, the set C = rv freely generates some subgroup of R. This follows from the more general observation that, if X is a free set of generators for a group F, and X' is a set containing exactly one conjugate of each element in X, then X' freely generates a subgroup F' of F. To see this, it suffices to show that every finite subset X" of X' freely generates a subgroup F" of F. The canonical map of F into its commutator quotient group maps F" onto a free abelian group of rank n, the number of elements in X". It follows that F", which, as a subgroup of F, is a free group, has rank at least n; since the set X" of n elements generates F", it follows that X" generates F" freely (2) .
Finally, we remark that for the set rv to freely generate a subgroup R' of R does not imply that U is contained in a transversal. To illustrate this, let F be freely generated by two elements x and y, let r = x, and let U consist of the two elements yx and yx .
5. An Elimination Theorem. We prove a theorem that contains a refinement of both the Hauptform of the Freiheitssatz and the Identity Theorem.
Let Py,---,p", n Sï 0, be a sequence of elements from a group F. A second sequence qy,---,qm, m ^ 0 is obtained from the first by a Peiffer transformation if it is obtained by deleting a pair p" p,+1 in case that pip1+1 = l, or by replacing a pair p" pi+1 by the pair pi+1, pl+yp,pi+y or by the pair PtPi+yp,, p¡.
(5.1) Elimination Theorem. Let F be freely generated by set a X together with distinct elements xa, xa+y,---,xb+,, where a, b, and m are integers such that a Sb and I ^ 0. For each integer k such that a Sk¿¡b, let there be given a cyclically reduced word rk such that k is the least, and k+l the greatest, of the indices h appearing on letters xh, xh that occur in rk. Let p = py ■•• p", n^.0, where each p, is a conjugate of some rk or fk. Suppose that c is the least, and d + I the greatest, of the indices h appearing on letters that occur in p. Then (2) The authors thank the referee for this simplified argument. P -It '"■ Qm> m = 0) where each q¡ is a conjugate of some rk or rkfor c ^ k^d, and where the sequence qi,---,qm is obtained from Pi,---,p" by a succession of Peiffer transformations.
Proof. The group F is the free product of its subgroups F1; generated by X together with all the xh for c ^ n rgd + I, and F2, generated by X together with the remaining xh; and F0 = Ft C\F2 is generated by X. By the Hauptform of the Freiheitssatz, Rt = R dFj^ is the normal subgroup of Fx defined by all the rh e Fu R2 = R n F2 is the normal subgroup of F2 defined by all the rh in F2, and R n F0 = 1. By Lemma (2.2), and the Main Theorem, R is freely generated by a set C of conjugates of rh such that C DRj^ freely generates R1.
Let p¡= rheu, e = ±1, ueF; since p¡ is equal to a word in the elements of C, it follows by the Identity Theorem that r"= r"s for some v such that rJeC and some s 6 R. Writing s as a word in the elements of C, we obtain for p¡ = s(rl)es an expression as a word in the elements of C. We apply successively to the sequence Pi,---,p" Peiffer transformations decreasing the sum of the lengths of the pt, as reduced words in the elementof C, until we arrive at a sequence qu---,qm to which no further transformation of this sort is possible.
Each q¡ has reduced form q¡ = w^Wi where tt or i¡ e C, written as a word in the elements of C We argue that neither t¡ or f¡+1 can cancel in forming the reduced word for <M¡+i-If L(q¡) = L(qi+¡), such cancellation would imply q¡qi+i = 1, contrary to the hypothesis on the sequence of q¡. If, say L(q¡) < L(qi+Í), then the part t¡w¡ of q{ would have to cancel into wi+1, giving L(q¿wi+1) < L(wi+l) and hence L(qi+1) < L(qf+¡), again contrary to hypothesis. Thus the reduced word for p = «3j ••• qm in terms of the elements of C contains all the t*1. But p, by hypothesis, is in Rlt generated by C DRi. It follows that all the r*1 eCDRŵ hence all the í¡ and thus all the q¡ axe conjugates of elements rh or fh for c ^ n ^ d. The following Corollary contains the Identity Theorem.
(5.2) Corollary. Under the hypothesis of Theorem (5.1), those factors p¡ that are conjugates of rkl,for h not in the interval c^h^d, fall into pairs p¡, p] of the form p¡ = r\, pj = rh~" where u and v are congruent modulo R.
Remark. Theorem (5.1) does not provide, without a knowledge of C, a practical method for obtaining the sequence qi,---,qm from Pi,-",p". However, it is easily seen that this can be accomplished by a succession of Peiffer transformations, each of which diminishes the total number of occurrences of letters xh, for h not in the interval c ^ n ^ d + m, in the factors p¡, written as words in the original set of free generators for F. 6. A related theorem. Greendlinger [3] has given a condition, which is effective if S is finite, on a set S of elements in the group F freely generated by a set X, which implies the following condition : (*) Every element r^= 1 of the normal subgroup R of F defined by S when written as a reduced word in the elements of X, contains more than half of the reduced word for some element of S.
(6.1) Theorem. If S satisfies condition (*), then R is freely generated by a set of conjugates of elements of S.
Proof. Fédérer and Jónsson [2] have shown that R has a basis U, wellordered by a relation u < v, with the property that, if r e R and ueU and r has length L(r) < L(u), then r lies in the subgroup Ru = gp(v : v e U, v < u). It will suffice to construct an ascending chain of sets Cu of conjugates of elements of S such that, for each ueU, Cu freely generates Ru. Supposing, then, that for some ueU, such a set Cu freely generates Ru, we must find a conjugate c of an element of S such that C" together with c freely generates the group R'u = gp(v :veU, v ^ u). By the hypothesis (*), u has reduced form u = aqb where some cyclic conjugate s of an element in S has reduced form s = pq, with L(p) < L(q). It follows that v = us*> = apb is shorter than u, whence v e Ru and c = s*eR'u. Since it is clear that Cu together with u freely generates R'u, it follows that Cu together with c freely generates R'u.
We remark that, if S is finite, this construction can be used to provide a basis C for which it is decidable, for arbitrary w in F, whether w belongs to C.
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